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A B S T R A C T

Building Energy Management is identified as a key part of the move towards localised energy generation and
control. The significant discrepancy between building energy use as designed and during actual operation shows
a need to evaluate the relationship between building occupants and energy requirements. The need to better
account for the influence of occupants on building energy use has been established through post-occupancy
studies, highlighting the characteristics needed for more successful building control systems. This paper provides
an overview of current building control systems technology and discusses existing academic research into more
advanced occupant-centric controls. The potential for application of various methods is compared. It is found
that study into occupant-centred control systems covers a wide array of approaches, ranging from simple pre-
sence-based switching of lighting systems to full model predictive control. Studies suggest an optimum point
balancing the complexity of a system against its potential for saving energy.

1. Introduction

As energy generation for buildings becomes increasingly localised
thanks to advances in renewable technologies, the mismatch between
real-time energy generation and use leads to a need for effective loca-
lised energy control. The use of Building Energy Management Systems
(BEMS) to cater building energy use directly to occupant needs has an
important role to play in this system. This paper seeks to provide a
review of approaches to energy management that place specific em-
phasis on collecting and reacting to real-time occupant data. This work
builds upon the detailed review of the impacts of occupancy on energy
and current capability of Building Energy Management solutions es-
tablished in [1], with an emphasis on the methods and hardware used
to accurately detect occupant data and a broader review on how this
data is implemented intro building control. Through cross-review of the
existing body of work in these fields, this study aims to highlight cur-
rent issues/complicating factors in occupancy detection, emerging
techniques/technologies and potential routes to improving the robust
performance of occupant-centric building controls.

Data collected during building operation typically shows a sig-
nificant difference between designed and actual energy use in buildings
across multiple sectors, as shown in Fig. 1-1. Discrepancies between
predicted and real building performance are caused by: under-
estimation of predicted values for reasonable building use during the

design phase, potential construction defects causing deviation from the
designed build quality, and excessively wasteful use of resources during
actual operation. Both the design and operational issues are affected by
the “inability of current modelling methods to represent realistic use
and operation of buildings” [2]. Menezes et al. highlight the fact that
occupant behaviour is one of the major factors contributing to excessive
energy use during building operation, alongside effectiveness of ser-
vices control and deviations from designed build quality.

The contribution of occupancy/occupant behaviours towards final
energy use in buildings has been assessed in several studies. Simulation
of different schedules and behaviours within commercial buildings has
shown an occupant-dependent variation of from 30% [4] to 150% [5]
of final energy use. Studies of control systems and real buildings have
shown high variation in domestic electrical loads depending on occu-
pant behaviours [6,7]. In commercial buildings, it was found that
building services have poor response to occupant presence patterns [8],
noting that energy used on HVAC was sometimes higher in unoccupied
spaces than occupied [9]. This suggests the need for more occupancy-
centric control systems.

Most research looking specifically at behavioural impact on building
energy use shows that there is significant potential for energy saving
through greater understanding of building use. The field of detailed
exploration into occupant behaviour is relatively young, meaning that
there is currently a lack of large-scale in-use data for buildings in the UK
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[10].

2. Energy management systems – current state

As it has been seen that occupancy and occupant behaviours can
significantly affect the way a building operates, it must be addressed
whether current building control systems are operated sensitively in
response to changing occupant needs. The automated control of
buildings encompasses an array of different technologies and is de-
scribed using many different terms. In this publication, the term
Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) is used.

2.1. Commercially available technology

Application of BEMS is highly variable in both commercial and
domestic buildings. The general structure of BEMS can be defined as: a
centralised management layer where general policies and decision
making is applied, a field layer of local devices to measure and actuate
changes to the indoor environment, and an automation layer interfa-
cing between the two with localised controllers [11].

The area of energy and comfort management in buildings has re-
ceived significant research interest over the last decade [12]. Despite
this interest, an estimated 90% of current HVAC control systems do not
run optimally [13], showing the need for an improvement in the way
that controls are designed and implemented. Commercial systems tend
to rely on pre-set working schedules, based on the occupancy patterns

estimated at the building design stage. It has been found that such
schedules can differ dramatically from actual use patterns, causing
energy waste [14].

The last few years have seen a dramatic rise in commercial interest
in energy management software and hardware, typically procured as a
retrofit to existing or recently completed buildings. Often the retrofitted
solution can only control the building's energy consumption so far as
the existing sensing/actuation system allows; requiring the major
overhaul of a full BEMS and significant physical changes for more
comprehensive control. Due to increasingly cheap hardware including
wireless sensors/actuators, and the availability of configurable soft-
ware, the barriers to entry for more sophisticated energy management
solutions have lowered in recent years.

Commercial reports hint towards the importance of the software
intelligence and data analysis side of the BEMS business in the near
future [15]. In the domestic field in particular, recent years have seen a
large increase in the sophistication of occupancy-related tools in energy
management: Table 2-1 summarises the capability of popular ‘smart’
domestic heating control systems. It can be seen that many major
controllers are adopting learning algorithms and occupancy-responsive
technology, facilitated by the wider availability of easily installed
wireless sensors etc. Trends towards occupant-responsive systems and
integration with personal devices for remote control can also be seen in
popular home automation management hubs and software. These
‘central hub’ solutions typically offer a more open system compatible
with third party hardware using multiple communication protocols

Fig. 1–1. Predicted versus actual energy use in commercial buildings [3].

Table 2-1
Comparison of major domestic heating controls packages available in the UK as of Q4 2017.

Hive active heating 2 (2016)
[17]

Nest v3 (UK) (2017) [18] Heat genius (2016) [19] Tado (2016) [20] Honeywell evohome
(2015) [21]

Multi-zone control Up to 3 zones if boiler
allows, no TRVs

Per thermostat if boiler
allows, no TRVs

♦ Per thermostat, no TRVs ♦

Remote Control ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
User Motion Sensing ♦ ♦
User Geolocation Limited - prompts manual

alterations
♦ ♦

Learning heat response ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Weather data use ♦ ♦ ♦
Additional features • Security Integration • Self-learning schedulesa

• Security Integration
• Modular

• Further home
automation

• Distance dependent
temperature setback

• High control
granularity

a Reviews indicate effectiveness of learning can vary [22].
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[16].
The greater sophistication of domestic systems can be difficult to

apply to larger, more complex commercial systems, where a high
number of occupants may cohabit in a space and obtaining occupancy/
behavioural data becomes more complex.

3. Collection of occupant data

The concept of ‘occupant data’ is not standardised, meaning that
occupant-centric controls can be operated from a widely varied range of
collected data, each with its own characteristics [23]. In this publica-
tion, ‘occupancy’ refers to the presence or number of people in a space.
‘Location’ refers to the localisation of occupants within a space, and
‘Occupant behaviour’ refers to a higher level of inference based on
occupant interactions with the building.

3.1. Occupant presence/number

The binary parameter of whether or not any occupants are present
in a space is one of the simplest forms of occupancy sensing, but is still
difficult to achieve 100% accuracy with current technology. Generally,
a reasonable accuracy can be achieved by installing motion/PIR sensors
[24], particularly in small spaces with only one occupant [25]. Esti-
mation of the number of people in a space is considerably more com-
plicated than presence alone. Research in the field has explored a wide
range of possible methods, each with its own benefits and drawbacks.

The use of a single sensor type to count occupants is attractive due
to its lower complexity and installation costs. CO2 concentration sen-
sors are commonly used, but have a delayed response time as CO2 ex-
haled by occupants takes time to accumulate to elevated levels [23].
Visual methods using the feed from cameras [26,27] are computa-
tionally intensive and depend heavily on lighting conditions and space
arrangement for their accuracy.

A popular method in recent research is the combination of data from
several different sensor types. This has the benefit of being able to use
non-intrusive, relatively inexpensive sensors and generally achieves
higher accuracy than using only a single sensor type. Common sensors
included are PIR and CO2, which were used alongside cameras [26],
ventilation actuator signals [28], relative humidity, acoustic and tem-
perature sensors [29–32]. In analysis of the information gained by each
new sensor type, Lam et al. found that the most useful sensors in an
open-plan office space were relative humidity, acoustic, CO2 and tem-
perature sensors [30] while a systematic approach applied by Ekwe-
vugbe et al. favoured CO2 trend, computer use and acoustic levels [32].
One consideration that arises from comparing multi-sensor studies is
the relative performance of sensor types in different applications: where
sensors rely on physical properties of a space, the quality of occupancy
information provided can vary significantly between different building
layouts, space uses etc. This remains a drawback to generic application
of ambient environmental sensing systems.

3.2. Location sensing

Location information about building occupants provides a platform
for much richer analysis of occupant impacts on building energy use
and the possibility of tailoring building control to an individual level.
However, this increased detail of collected information often causes
more concerns about privacy and typically requires the specific per-
mission of building occupants before implementation.

Wearable radio-frequency tags are a common occupant location
technology, used to transmit location signals to receivers around the
sensed space [33–35]. When used alone, tagging systems can have is-
sues with calibration and reflected signals adding noise to the receiver
input. It can also be more difficult to detect moving occupants than
stationary [35]. The use of many receivers around a space [36–38] or
using tags in tandem with infrared detectors [39] can significantly

improve the accuracy of location. While fine-grained data is obtainable
through this method, tagging of occupants is only truly applicable to a
space where all occupants are known and can be expected to wear a tag
– typically places of work.

Ambient sensing can be used to locate occupants in spaces where
occupants are not always known regular visitors, such as in public and
retail buildings. For example, the interaction between the human body
and ambient wireless LAN signals can be detected and used to infer the
location of a person [23], or a dense network of ambient PIR sensors
can be used alongside existing CO2 and humidity data to infer location
[40]. Methods such as these are often heavy on computation and may
be too slow to run in real-time [40].

As uptake of the smartphone and other smart devices has become
more common in recent years, a significant amount of research interest
has been put into using personal devices for indoor location [34]. There
are several possible sources of data that could be used to calculate a
user's position:

• Telephone company data/GPS – company data gives a highly coarse
approximation to location by using a mobile phone's connection to
nearby telephone masts, while GPS can offer more detail when en-
abled on a device. Both methods suffer accuracy issues when used
indoors [41].

• Wi-Fi connection – locally distributed Wi-Fi beacons can be used to
locate a smart device by requesting connections, or the ID of a de-
vice's current connected Wi-Fi network can be logged over time
[42]. However, many smart device users turn off Wi-Fi when not in
use, due to the high power drain caused by leaving it on [41].

• Bluetooth – inquiries by Bluetooth beacons can be a slow process,
but it has been shown that speed can be improved by locating de-
vices by which can connect to each other [41]

• Orientation data – the on-board accelerometer and gyroscope found
on many smart devices effectively records a user's path through a
space, if their starting point is known. Systems have been developed
by combining this data with inter-device connections [43] and vi-
sual data processing [44].

3.3. Activity and energy behaviours

It is often an advantage to know the specific activity taking place in
an indoor space. This information can be used for user feedback on
energy behaviours (e.g. use of appliances, opening/closing windows),
analysis of the energy impact of user actions or provide building ser-
vices control specific to the task's requirements.

A basic approach to learning occupant behavioural context is to
highlight recurring patterns in sensor data, which can then be manually
assigned to activity types [45]. Along similar lines, entrance/exit
people-counting sensors can be used to identify anomalous events in
occupancy and their time span, as these events have the greatest impact
on the effectiveness of scheduling in building control systems [46]. This
approach has limited scope for wider application due to the need for
manual labelling of activities, but presents the first step towards
learning behaviour in buildings.

Automated detection of activity types can be achieved by including
more detail in the sensed variables. For example, measurements from a
range of ambient sensors including motion sensors, sound level and
chair pressure pads have been shown to detect office activities with
high accuracy [47]. Other approaches include the measurement of
when appliances and objects are used [48–51], assuming that most
human activities involve interaction with some measurable object. A
typical problem with this approach is that all expected activities must
be predefined and sensors specified for each object interaction. Activ-
ities not originally considered will not be detected at all. However, in
applications that require actions targeted only at specific circum-
stances, this limitation is not an issue. For example, systems to identify
unusual or low activity levels in assisted living spaces have been
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developed to identify when an occupant may need medical help [52]. It
should also be noted that, as with other multi-sensor ambient detection
systems, the accuracy of a trained activity model using similar data
sources can vary dramatically in spaces occupied by different people,
suggesting that generic application of the same system may not be
feasible [49].

Analysis of camera feeds may provide a more generic solution, but
requires an extremely high amount of processing and current research
cannot produce consistently accurate results [53]. As with any use of
processed visual data, there are also issues with privacy that prevent
widespread application.

3.4. Discussion

With advances in the scope and availability of various sensing de-
vices in recent years [54], there has been a significant increase in the
amount of study into occupant data in the built environment. Many
studies focus on improving sensing technology itself, through studying
the most effective combinations of sensors or applying new techniques
to allow more effective inference of occupancy rates. The use of trained
machine learning models to combine sensor data is widespread, al-
though some studies have opted for systems that do not require
manually labelled training data. Much of the work discussed is in its
early developmental stages and can be expected to improve in future
applications. Table 3-1 summarises the main uses, benefits and draw-
backs of the various physical sensors used to detect building occupancy.

Some overarching trends can be observed throughout the studies
discussed. In particular, it can be seen that the success of occupancy-
sensing technologies can be highly dependent on its specific applica-
tion: from physical characteristics of the space to varying behavioural
habits of its occupants. Where designers of building control systems
wish to apply a similar system to a range of buildings, this presents a
potential issue in providing consistent levels of improvement. This issue
is found especially in systems using ambient environmental sensors that
rely more strongly on their surrounding physical context.

In many applications, the amount of additional hardware required
to collect high quality occupant data may be prohibitively high. For this
issue, the possibility of leveraging the widely available hardware of
personal devices such as smartphones is an attractive solution. Given
the increasingly widespread use of smart devices, this approach appears
to show promise for wider future application. However, it should be
noted that solutions relying only on personal device data can be skewed
towards certain population demographics: a 2017 UK survey suggested
that 92% of 16–19 year olds owned smartphones, in contrast with only
65% of those aged 65–75 [55].

When selecting which technologies are most appropriate for an
application, a balance between the intrusiveness and accuracy of
measurement must be decided. Generally, both the level of detail
available and its accuracy increases with the inclusion of more sensors
and is highest with the more intrusive options, such as wireless tagging
of occupants. Different methods also require different levels of pro-
cessing and training: combining passive ambient sensors is less

Table 3-1
A summary of sensors used in occupancy detection and their uses.

Technology Strengths Weaknesses Ideal applications

Passive Infrared (PIR)/ Motion sensors - Relatively low cost
- Readily available
- Less intrusive

- No counting capability
- False negatives when occupants are still
- Require direct line of sight

- Single-person offices
- Individual cubicles[23,24,26,28–32,40,45,56,57]

CO2 [23,24,26,28–32,40,56] - Readily available
- Non-intrusive

- Slow response time
- Affected by ventilation

- Smaller volume, enclosed spaces
- Known activity level

Volatile Organic Compounds VOC [56] - Can detect activity-specific person
count

- Non-intrusive

- Very specific application - Kitchen areas

Smart meter data mining [58] - Uses existing infrastructure
- Non-intrusive

- False negatives when occupants are not
using electricity

- Residential

Illuminance [24,31] - Relatively low cost
- Readily available
- Non-intrusive

- Must be combined with other sensors - Ambient sensor combination

Acoustic [24,29–32] - Relatively low cost
- Readily available
- Less intrusive

- Must be combined with other sensors - Ambient sensor combination

Appliance/lighting use [24,32,48–51,56] - Non-intrusive - Misses occupants/ activities not using
electricity

- Ambient sensor combination
- Workplace activity sensing

Temperature [29–31,59] - Relatively low cost
- Readily available
- Non-intrusive

- Must be combined with other sensors - Ambient sensor combination

Door Open/Close Status [57] - Non-intrusive - Must be combined with other sensors - Ambient sensor combination
Door Counter [46] - Non-intrusive - Can be skewed by multiple people at once - Public spaces

- Workplaces
Humidity [31,40] - Low cost

- Readily available
- Non-intrusive

- Must be combined with other sensors - Ambient sensor combination

Cameras [26,27,44,53] - High level detail possible - Privacy concerns
- Heavy processing required

- Workplaces, public places with
existing CCTV

Radio Frequency tags [35–39] - High level detail possible - Privacy concerns
- Hardware must be carried

- Workplaces

Pressure Pads [42,47,49,52] - Can monitor specific location of
interest

- Privacy concerns
- Intrusive installation

- Assisted living, domestic, office

HVAC Actuation - Helps to account for ventilation
effects

- Relationship to occupancy can be indirect - Workplaces
- Existing HVAC systems

Air pressure change [60] - Non-intrusive
- Can sense movement between
spaces

- Relationship to occupancy can be indirect - Low occupancy spaces
- Residential

Smart device tracking [41–44] - High level detail possible - Privacy concerns
- Hardware must be carried
- Assumes all occupants have a device

- Workplaces
- Residential
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intrusive and can achieve accurate results, but typically requires ex-
tensive manually labelled training data that may not be appropriate for
many applications.

The greater the complexity of occupancy information sensed, the
lower the accuracy to be expected. The following section discusses
applied examples of occupancy sensing, with further justification of the
balance between accuracy and detail.

4. Academic research into occupant-centric controls

The improvement of occupant-centric control in BEMS has also been
subject to an increasing level of academic interest in recent years.
Studies have addressed a range of techniques and complexity levels.
The mechanism of response to occupant data can also be highly varied.
Following the convention established in existing reviews [61], occu-
pant-centric controls have been separated here into four broad cate-
gories: reactive response to occupancy in real-time, control to in-
dividual occupant preference, control catered to individual behaviours
or activities and control based on the prediction of future occupancy/
behaviours. It should be noted that these categories are not mutually
exclusive: several of the following studies use multiple techniques for
building control.

4.1. Real-time response to occupancy

The use of real-time response/reaction to building occupancy is well
established in commercial lighting control, with widespread use of PIR
motion sensors to switch on/off lighting. In the typical commercial
system, lighting is switched on when motion is detected, and switched
off after a fixed time delay after the last motion event detected. While
some degree of improvement to current lighting control can be offered
by optimising time delay after occupancy detection [62], in open-plan
spaces techniques to localise lighting only where occupants are present
may provide a greater impact [63,64]. Application of occupant data to
the control of other more energy-intensive systems has further potential
for improvement against current standards. In the domestic sector,
products for occupancy-based appliance power management are
available [65], but commercial applications in multi-occupancy spaces
remain more complex. In application to electrical appliance control,
some studies have focussed on local motion sensing to detect presence
close to appliances [66], while others have used wearable Bluetooth
tags to allow equipment reboot as owners approach [67]. Here, it was
concluded that a more detailed situational context was required for
reliable appliance control.

The control of building HVAC systems through BEMS is a rapidly
developing field. Most occupant-centric research focuses on commercial
applications, making use of the prevalence of existing commercial
building sensing and automation hardware. Meyer and Rakotonirainy
provided an overview of context-aware home projects and their dif-
ferences to commercial applications [68]. In particular it was noted that
commercial and home applications of automation have different sets of
priorities, with homes catered to comfort while commercial systems
focus on productivity. The focus on improving productivity while re-
ducing energy is particularly true for office environments. Here, re-
search ranges from relatively simple CO2-based estimation of number of
people [69] to complex combination of multiple sensor types [70],
often using machine learning techniques. For single-person office
spaces, presence detection through motion and door sensors can yield
high accuracy and energy saving [71,72] – a similar approach to that
applied in single-occupant residential dorms [73]. A direct comparison
of control system complexities suggests that single-occupancy offices
gain significant benefit from simple presence or CO2 responsive HVAC
control, with a smaller marginal benefit seen from more complex
strategies [74]. In more diverse spaces, more complex control strategies
have shown greater energy saving. For example, Wi-Fi-based smart-
phone tracking has been implemented to detect occupants within a

larger space [75]. In a similar vein, wireless tags can be used to locate
occupants in a multi-use office space, demonstrating energy saving with
localised heating control [76]. In particular, spaces with highly variable
use levels see a more significant improvement in energy use when ac-
counting for real-time occupancy levels in HVAC control [77].

Response-only controls have demonstrated a potential for energy
saving across all kinds of building automation. As simple response-
based lighting control is already widely established, reactive control of
other systems (HVAC etc.) is arguably the closest occupant-centric ap-
proach to wide scale commercial application. Reactive systems tend to
follow more simple logical rules than the other approaches described
below, often requiring less computing power to implement.

4.2. Control to individual occupant preference

Some control applications benefit from input on the individual
comfort level of users, catering building conditioning to each person's
own preferences. Personalised lighting levels may be applied in a
shared office space by recording lighting adjustments made by each
occupant [78]. More commonly, occupant preferences are applied to
thermal systems. Thermal comfort is highly subjective and thus pre-
ference data should allow much more responsive HVAC systems,
greater overall comfort and improved energy efficiency. Quantification
of user thermal preference has been achieved by: using personal devices
to locate users and perform periodic comfort surveys [79,80]; using a
range of ambient sensors to predict local comfort levels [81–83] or
locate users while recording manual control adjustments [84]; estima-
tion of thermal comfort using skin temperature as detected by IR
cameras [85]; and RFID tagging and recording manual adjustments to
building controls made by each user [86,87], with the inclusion of PIR
for greater accuracy of location sensing [88–90]. Some of the above
applications are highly specific to the type of space in which they are
implemented: the ambient-sensing project [84] used a range of sensors
that are only applicable to learn personal preferences in a residential
context with a single main occupant. By contrast, the work of Moreno-
Cano et al. [88–90] is designed to be a generic platform that can learn
the requirements of each user in any type of space.

Controlling building systems to individual preference is shown to
create issues with comfort conflicts between individuals in multi-oc-
cupancy rooms. Further research may be required on how best to bal-
ance conflicting comfort standards in a multi-occupancy space. A po-
tential avenue for further consideration is the distinction made between
occupant groups with tracked locations/preferences and unknown oc-
cupants detected by ambient sensors: some consideration of this conflict
is made in [87]. In general, application of preference-based systems has
shown consistent improvement in overall comfort levels, but the overall
energy saving varies depending on the building/occupancy type and on
the preference of the occupant(s).

4.3. Control to individual behaviours/activity types

This branch of occupant-centric control is based on the assumption
that a users’ environmental requirements change depending on the
activity taking place, or their specific behaviours. Existing studies in-
clude optimisation of localised lighting through visual detection of lo-
cation and activities [91], desk lighting by combining sensor types to
determine space use [64], and desk-level lighting, electrical and HVAC
control based on presence and desktop computer use [92]. A domestic
study has also been demonstrated, using IR cameras and presence
sensors to define activity types [93].

Activity-based control has seen limited academic study, likely due to
issues with the accuracy of activity detection and the availability of
building systems that offer enough fine-grained control. Activity de-
tection can also be a highly specialised task, with the effectiveness of a
solution closely linked to the specific purpose, layout, and occupancy
demographic of a space. To be feasibly applied, it requires either high
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levels of assumption about potential activities that may occur in a
space, or extensive sensing that falls beyond the capability of large-
scale systems at the current time.

4.4. Control through occupancy/behaviour prediction

This control method tries to predict the occupant-based context of a
space in the near future in order to pre-emptively condition the space to
acceptable levels. In theory, this allows spaces to drift further away
from comfort conditions while not occupied, saving energy that would
have been used keeping a space to ‘standby’ comfort levels in a simpler
control system. The most appropriate ‘prediction horizon’, or the
amount of time into the future for which predictions are made, is de-
pendent on the type of system to be controlled.

For fast-response controls, such as lighting or appliance manage-
ment, the prediction horizon is typically in the order of minutes [94], or
designed to predict the next action in a sequence. This form of pre-
diction is useful for the control of power supply to household appli-
ances, lighting etc. as in the Adaptive House [95,96] and MavHome
[97,98] projects, where the environment around a user detected and
recorded typical sequences of actions during use of the home. The
system then attempted to automate the more common sequences.

For slower-response systems like HVAC control, predictions of oc-
cupancy must run over a longer time horizon. This requires the con-
struction of a model of occupant behaviour from extended observation
of a space, typically based on an appropriate machine learning method.
The majority of such models use supervised machine learning, where
the model is trained on data that is labelled with the correct outcome.
Supervised models can be trained using a single batch of labelled
training data: Mamidi et al. [99,100] and Howard et al. [101] devel-
oped prediction up to 90min in the future using a combination of en-
vironmental sensors to define the current occupant state; while
Erickson et al. [102–104] experimented with several trained methods
before arriving at a system that saved 30% energy use in testing. Al-
ternatively, models can be trained online, re-training periodically and
gradually increasing accuracy during operation. For example, re-
training with weighting on newer data to account for changes in
building use over time [105] or continually adding new observations of
presence duration to the pool of historic data used for direct similarity
comparison [106] or stochastic estimation [107]. Another alternative is
to build models using rules and structures that do not need to be ex-
plicitly trained with labelled data, including: inferred event sequences

from ambient sensor data used to predict occupancy duration [108];
event sequences with office calendar data, weather data and a physical
model of the building [109]; automatically generated daily profile
matching [110], and implicit prediction of occupancy directly from
thermal measurements [111]. The use of occupancy data to predict
internal gains over the long term (up to 60 h) for the purpose of opti-
mising HVAC suggests that energy can be saved without making
changes to set points when a room is vacant [112].

While many studies show the benefits of occupancy prediction in
appropriate applications, there is some debate about the value of in-
cluding complex predictive control over simple real-time reaction.
Oldewurtel et al. tested the benefit of prediction over real-time reactive
control by simulation of a single-occupant office environment
[113,114], with the conclusion that predictive control did not provide a
significant benefit above reactive control. Along similar lines, Goyal
et al. tested several HVAC control methods, including fixed schedules,
reaction and prediction through simulation [115] and experimentation
[116] for a small office space. Prediction did not show large improve-
ment over the energy savings made by reaction only. It should be noted
that in the above studies, the tested spaces are generally small and are
not expected to have many occupants. Other studies have noted that
spaces such as this, which can be conditioned quickly to comfort con-
ditions, are not ideal candidates for predictive control [83,117]. In
spaces with slower response times, it has been shown that effective
preconditioning of the space can yield significant energy savings [118].

4.5. Discussion

Due to the wide range of building types and control methods cited
above, it is difficult to directly compare the energy saving made by
different studies. Fig. 4-2 provides a broad summary of the studies re-
viewed. It can be seen that the highest percentage energy savings were
observed in predictive approaches, although variation between sepa-
rate studies is high.

In research that directly compares different strategies in the same
building, it appears that the greatest overall energy savings can be
achieved with controls that combine real-time reactive and future-
predictive approaches to optimise conditioning of a space, shown in
Fig. 4-1. However, there is debate on whether the benefits of predictive
control justify the significant increase in complexity and computing
power required over purely reactive control. In general, the value of
predicting behaviours over real-time response depends on the

Fig. 4–1. Energy saving simulated in comparison of reactive/predictive strategies [115].
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application – most prediction models are applied to HVAC operation, as
this typically has the slowest response of any building system and so
can benefit the most from early warning of demand changes. By ex-
tension, factors that extend the typical response time of HVAC systems
to changing demand are likely to increase the potential benefit of a
predictive control approach. These factors include: spaces with larger
open-plan footprints, higher thermal mass, sudden large changes in
occupancy and highly intermittent space use. To the authors’ knowl-
edge, no study has yet systematically quantified the benefit of occu-
pancy-predictive control in such circumstances, highlighting a potential
gap for future research.

An attribute common to most cited studies is that the control is often
tested through simulation, rather than deployment in a real building.
Given that there are many identified issues with current simulation
technology, there would be significant worth in testing systems by
implementation in real-life buildings where possible. Practical appli-
cation, however, is often limited by physical space use and hardware
cost restraints. This suggests that systems making opportunistic use of
existing infrastructure – through existing building systems or personal
device use [75] – have the potential for wider uptake and so may be
more viable for commercial application.

A further factor common to all strategies discussed in this section is
the reliance on some degree of manual judgement: on what occupancy
information is needed to make relevant control decisions, what control
decision is appropriate at a given threshold of occupancy change, or the
criteria to assess the impact of a control action. While this is not always
a drawback, it highlights one of the major challenges of integrating
occupant data into control systems. It is impossible to limit all sources
of uncertainty when collecting data, applying control logic and asses-
sing its effects. The assumptions and thresholds applied in practice
therefore shape the capability of the control system to handle the full
range of realistic human responses. For example, activity-based controls
often employ manual identification of relevant categories of activity:
where in-use behaviours fall outside of these pre-set bounds, a less
robust system will fail to provide an appropriate control action. Where
the success of a strategy is assessed only on its energy benefit, a de-
crease in occupant comfort or changing of occupant behaviour may be
missed. The challenge therefore lies in making judgements that allow
systems to be robust to unanticipated behaviours and outcomes. (Fig. 4-
2)

5. Conclusions

The observable gap between designed and actual energy perfor-
mance across a range of building types highlights the need for more
complex and responsive building controls, catered to real-time mea-
surable building occupant energy demand. A range of studies have
confirmed that occupants significantly affect the energy requirements
of a building through varying use patterns and energy-related beha-
viours. However, the majority of current building control systems are
not suited to the task of occupant-responsive control.

Relatively simple schedule-based systems remain the most common
commercial building controls. In such systems, the building conditions
are maintained to a steady level throughout the scheduled period, with
no regard to the actual use of the building by occupants. Control sen-
sing and actuation hardware is often not localised enough to cater to
the needs of individuals or occupants of a particular sub-zone within a
larger building. However, trends in the availability of increasingly af-
fordable, easily installed wireless technologies and industry interest in
more comprehensive control software suites suggest that more complex,
responsive systems will become more commonplace in the future.
Recent trends in the availability of home automation suites show an
increased responsiveness to occupancy patterns, allowing a centralised
control hub to integrate with smartphone location services, remote
access and self-learning algorithms for automated scheduling. It can be
expected that such occupant-centred technologies will also see wider

integration into complex commercial controls in the future, although
the increased complexity of larger and more diverse building popula-
tions presents a range of further barriers to commercial uptake.

The concept of ‘occupant data’ can cover a wide range of detail and
disaggregation levels. This complicates the study of how to optimise
data collection methods, as often the qualities of occupancy data re-
quired depend entirely on the intended application. Studies were di-
vided into three broad categories: the detection of occupant presence/
numbers, locationing and the detection of specific activities. While a
wide range of sensor technologies were tested across different works, a
general trend was observed towards a trade-off between the level of
detail in the data collected and the expected accuracy of results. Studies
aiming to parse presence data within smaller spaces typically found
simpler systems of motion sensors or CO2 concentration to be sufficient,
while full 3D location or activity detection required more computa-
tionally intensive processes, often involving the combination of mul-
tiple sensor types in trained models. The success of technologies relying
on physical properties of the observed space were found to vary across
studies, suggesting that generic application of the same sensing systems
across diverse building types may not be feasible. Most importantly,
perhaps, is the data collection must be robust in order to provide
benefit: the BEMS value of occupant data is provided in parsing in-
formation that is actionable for building controls. For example, if an
occupant system has no way to detect a sub-section of building occu-
pants – whether occupants standing outside motion sensor range or
building visitors who do not carry location tags – poor control choices
could be made when this sub-section is present and not detected. The
combination of multiple approaches can help to decrease these ro-
bustness issues.

In the application of detection systems to building controls, the
range of applications can be broadly described by: real-time response,
occupant preference, activity response, and future prediction. Academic
trials of these systems show great variability depending on application,
but generally the more complex systems such as prediction can achieve
the greatest potential energy saving, at the cost of greater computa-
tional requirements. Academic trials of these systems show great
variability depending on application, but generally the more complex
systems such as prediction can achieve the greatest potential energy
saving, at the cost of greater computational requirements. This ap-
peared to be true for slower response systems in particular, although it
was noted that the breadth of studies did not directly account for these
factors. Given how application-dependent energy savings are across the
range of studies presented in this work, it is proposed that a framework
for more systematic treatment and categorisation of applications would
allow for a richer cross-assessment of the benefits and drawbacks of
different occupant-centred control strategies. In order for this to be
effective, it would also be necessary for a wider range of strategies to be
tested in live buildings rather than through simulation. The opportu-
nistic use of existing data collection hardware, in particular the in-
creasing amount of data collected through widespread smartphone use
across many populations, may allow for wider application of occupant-
centred testing. In order to move forward in the field of occupant-
centred energy management, a further major challenge is the robust-
ness of design strategies to unanticipated occupant behaviours. It is
impossible to limit all sources of uncertainty when collecting data,
applying control logic and assessing its effects. The assumptions and
thresholds applied in practice therefore shape the capability of the
control system to handle the full range of realistic human responses.

It is clear that the field of Building Energy Management/Control is
evolving, and that increased use of intelligence in control systems has
become viable as the cost of such technologies decreases. As technol-
ogies emerge to allow for more accurate and detailed occupant data
collection, control systems will continue to develop. The authors are
developing works on the application of smart device Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth detection to reactive/predictive office energy management/
control.
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